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Mesa's llackurounl in sollware im~lementalion
Mesa Scientific Corporation, a subsidiary of Planning Research
Corporation, is an industry leader in implementing FORTRAN compilers. Mesa has designed and implemented as many as 16
compilers simultaneously. Most of Mesa's compiler contracts are
won as a result of favorable evaluation of both cost and technical
factors in competitive bidding. Preeminence in this field of computer software is not, however, the result of narrow specialization.
On the contrary, Mesa's FORTRAN capability is based on technical
and management performance on a variety of programming and
analysis contracts. W Mesa is one of the oldest computer consulting firms in the United States, and has grown since 1957 from a
one-man operation to a company staffed by more than 180 professional, senior-level engineers, scientists, and programmers. The
compilers offered by Mesa and Planning Research include APT,
ATOLL, COBOL, FORTRAN, JOVIAL, PL/I, and STOL. In addition
to compiler implementation, the technical services offered by
Mesa's staff include systems engineering, digital equipment design,
mathematical analysis, computer applications, scientific programming, commercial programming, real-time programming, and
development and programming of computer software systerns.
Throughout the growth of the firm, Mesa's management has
demonstrated skill and astuteness in a variety of project areas.
The company's stock in trade is superior technical talent, combining knowledge and practical experience. But consistent excellence in technical performance would be impossible without equal
excellence in assigning project responsibility, establishing and
maintaining schedules, establishing technical standards, and
supervising the many details of budget, security, personnel, and
contract administration. Mesa has by steady growth of management and technical capabilities developed a general-purpose
breadth of experience in many fields of software implementation.
At the same time, by means of constant research and advancement, Mesa has achieved a specialist's knowledge of individual
applications, such as the FORTRAN compiler.
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